Cigarettes - Global Strategic Business Report

Description:
This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Cigarettes in Million Sticks. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 69 companies including many key and niche players such as:

- British American Tobacco
- China National Tobacco Corporation
- Imperial Tobacco Group PLC
- Japan Tobacco Inc.
- Philip Morris International
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Major Players
Table 118: Leading Players in the Chinese Cigarette Market by Value (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for CNTC Guangdon, CNTC Guizhou, CNTC Hubei, CNTC Hunan, CNTC Yunnan, Shanghai Tobacco, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 119: Leading Players in the Chinese Cigarette Market by Volume (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for CNTC Chuanyu, CNTC Henan, CNTC Hunan, CNTC Shandong, CNTC Shanghai, CNTC Yunnan, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Increasing Strength of the Leading Brands
A Recent Past Perspective
China Sets Targets for Consolidation and Standards in the Cigarette Industry
China National Tobacco Corporation
The Biggest Global Cigarette Manufacturer

B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis

Table 120: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 121: Chinese Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Value Analysis

Table 122: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 123: Chinese Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Sc. INDIA

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis

A Glimpse of the Indian Cigarette Market
Ample Room for Further Growth
Lower Share of Cigarettes in Tobacco Products

Table 124: Comparison of Cigarette and Non-Cigarette Tobacco Consumption in India and China (2014):
Percentage Breakdown of Cigarette Users and Non-Cigarette Tobacco Users (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Manufacturers to Tackle Weaker Volume Sales with Smaller Cigarettes

Table 125: Impact of Union Budget on Cigarette Prices in India (2014): Average Pre-budget and Post-budget Retail Price Per Pack for Select Brands (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

India

A Lucrative Market for Smuggled Cigarettes

Table 126: Indian Illicit Cigarette Market (2010, 2012 and 2014): Percentage Share of Volume Sales of Illicit Cigarettes in Overall Cigarettes Sales (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Indian Government Shuts Door to FDI in the Cigarette Industry

An Overview of Market Driving and Restraining Forces

Discriminatory and Oppressive Taxes
A Cause of Concern for Manufacturers

Rising Taxes Pave Way for Illegal Trade of Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products
Ban on Chewable Tobacco to Potentially Benefit Cigarettes Market

Competitive Landscape

High Entry Barriers Help Existing Players


Table 128: Leading Players in the Indian Cigarettes Market (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Godfrey Phillips, GTC, ITC, VST Industries, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

List of Leading Filtered Cigarette Brands of Select Major Players in India
ITC Continues to Dominate Cigarette Market

VST
Gaining Lost Ground

Product Launch
ITC Ltd.

The Largest Cigarette Manufacturer in India

B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis

Table 129: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 130: Indian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Value Analysis

Table 131: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
5d. INDONESIA

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis

High-Tar Cigarettes Dominate the Cigarettes Market in Indonesia

Tax Hikes and Regulations to Disrupt Market Landscape

A Glimpse of Smoking Statistics in Indonesia

Table 133: Indonesian Cigarettes Market by Product type (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for Sigaret Kretek Mesin (SKM), Sigaret Kretek Tangan (SKT), and Sigaret Putih Mesin (SPM) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 134: Cigarette Smoking Frequency in Indonesia (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Male, Female, and Total Smoking Population by the Categories Smoke Daily, Smoke Occasionally, Never Smoke, and Quit Smoking (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 135: Cigarette Smoking Prevalence in Indonesia (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Male and Female Population by Smokers and Non-Smokers (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Strategic Corporate Development

Major Players

B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis

Table 136: Indonesian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 137: Indonesian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Value Analysis

Table 138: Indonesian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 139: Indonesian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5e. MALAYSIA

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis

Smoking Prevalence in Malaysian Youth is on a Surge

Malaysian Cigarette Manufacturers to Continue Use of Graphic Images

British American Tobacco Dominates Malaysian Market

Table 140: Market Share of British American Tobacco in Malaysian Cigarettes Market by Product Type (2014): Market Share by Volume Sales for Ultra Low Tar, Low Tar, Mid Tar, High Tar, and Overall Cigarettes Market (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis

Table 141: Malaysian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 142: Malaysian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Value Analysis

Table 143: Malaysian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 144: Malaysian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market

Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5f. THE PHILIPPINES

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis
Table 145: Prevalence of Adult Smoking in the Philippines: 2008-2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
New Tax Structure Upsets Market Dynamics, Spurs Illicit Cigarette Sales
Table 146: Philippines Cigarette Demand by Source (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Consumption for Locally-manufactured Illicit Cigarettes, Locally-manufactured Legal Cigarettes, Overseas-manufactured Illicit Cigarettes, and Overseas-manufactured Legal Cigarettes (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
PMFTC Dominates Philippines Market
Table 147: Leading Players in the Philippines Cigarettes Market (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for Mighty Corp, PMFTC and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Product Launch

B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis
Table 148: Philippine Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 149: Philippine Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 150: Philippine Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 151: Philippine Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5g. SINGAPORE

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis
Consumers Opt for Economy Cigarette Brands
B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis
Table 152: Singaporean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 153: Singaporean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 154: Singaporean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 155: Singaporean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5h. SOUTH KOREA

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis
Decline in Mid-Tar Cigarettes Retail Volume Leads to Overall Retail Volume Declines
Manufacturers Innovate to Attract Customers Attaining Legal Age
Stringent Regulations Stifle Smoking Prevalence

Competition

Major Players
Table 156: Leading Players in the South Korean Tobacco Market (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for British American Tobacco PLC, Japan Tobacco, Inc., Korea Tobacco and Ginseng Corp., Philip Morris International, Inc. and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

KT&G
The Leading Player in the Korean Cigarette Market
B. Market Analytics

Volume Analysis
Table 157: South Korean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 158: South Korean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 159: South Korean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 160: South Korean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5i. TAIWAN
Market Analysis
Volume Analysis
Table 161: Taiwanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 162: Taiwanese Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 163: Taiwanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 164: Taiwanese Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5j. THAILAND
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Changing Dynamics in the Thai Cigarette Market
B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 165: Thai Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 166: Thai Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 167: Thai Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 168: Thai Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5k. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Focus on Select Markets
Bangladesh
Cigarettes Market in Bangladesh
A Snapshot of Cigarette Consumption in Bangladesh
The Laws of the Land and their Effect
Lower Excise Taxes Make Cigarettes Cheaper
Negligible International Trade of Cigarettes
Diverse Channels Dot Cigarette Distribution
A Glimpse of the Tax Structure
Competition
Cigarette
A Highly Concentrated Industry in Bangladesh
Hong Kong
Increased Taxes and Regulations Cast a Dark Cloud over the Future of Cigarette Sales in Hong Kong
Illicit Trade Sales Register Stronger Growth
Growing Tax on Tobacco Benefits High-end Brands
Rising Health Consciousness Drives Sales of Low-Tar Cigarettes
Competitive Environment
New Zealand
Cigarette Sales to Continue Declining
Major Players
Vietnam
Market Overview
Sri Lanka
Government Imposes Graphic Health Warnings on Package
Tax Hikes Drag Down Cigarette Consumption, Trigger Shift to Beedis
B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 169: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 170: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 171: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 172: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Latin American Tobacco Market Heads Southward
B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 173: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes by Geographic Region
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 174: Latin American Historic Review for Cigarettes by Geographic Region
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 175: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Cigarettes by Geographic Regions
Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 176: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Cigarettes by Geographic Region
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 177: Latin American Historic Review for Cigarettes by Geographic Region
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 178: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Cigarettes by Geographic Regions
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
6a. ARGENTINA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Taxation on Tobacco Remains Steady, New Regulations to Curb Smoking
International Giants Dominate Domestic Cigarette Market
Tobacco Consumption on the Decline

B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 179: Argentinean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 180: Argentinean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 181: Argentinean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 182: Argentinean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Prospects for Cigarette Volume Growth Bleak
ANVISA Prohibits Flavored Cigarettes
Government Hikes Taxes to Curb Smoking
Major Players

B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 183: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 184: Brazilian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 185: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 186: Brazilian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6c. CHILE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Chile
An Oligopoly Market
Unrelenting Government's Efforts to Curb Smoking Prevalence
Trading Down in Cigarettes Continues
Growth Trends in Menthol cigarettes Category
Illegal Cigarette Sales on the Rise

B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 187: Chilean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 188: Chilean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 189: Chilean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 190: Chilean Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6d. COLOMBIA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Cigarette Sales take a Nose Dive
B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 191: Colombian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 192: Colombian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 193: Colombian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 194: Colombian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6e. ECUADOR
Market Analysis
Volume Analysis
Table 195: Ecuadorian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 196: Ecuadorian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 197: Ecuadorian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 198: Ecuadorian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6f. MEXICO
Market Analysis
Volume Analysis
Table 199: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 200: Mexican Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 201: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 202: Mexican Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6g. PERU
Market Analysis
Volume Analysis
Table 203: Peruvian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 204: Peruvian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 205: Peruvian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 206: Peruvian Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. VENEZUELA
Market Analysis
Volume Analysis
Table 207: Venezuelan Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 208: Venezuelan Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 209: Venezuelan Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 210: Venezuelan Historic Review for Cigarettes Market
Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Cigarette Smoking in the Middle East
Focus on Select Regional Markets
Algeria
Cigarettes Sales to See Robust Growth
Major Players
Egypt
Rising Smoke Causes fall in Productivity
Smoking Prevalence by Gender
Smoking Prevalence by Education
Youth Exposure to Cigarettes
Consumption Grows Two-Fold
Competitive Scenario
Tobacco Taxes Hike: A Life Saving Phenomenon
Smuggling in Egypt
Iran
Tobacco Industry Marred by Illegal Trade
Competitive Scenario
Dubek Faces Mounting Market Pressures
Kenya
Illicit Cigarettes to Constrict Growth in Demand for Legal Cigarettes
An Overview of the Moroccan Cigarette Market
Table 211: Cigarettes Market in Morocco by Price Segment (2008-2014): Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for Economy, Mid-Range and Premium Cigarettes (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Nigeria
New Law Threatens Cigarette Sales
BAT Nigeria Dominates the Market
Saudi Arabia
Government Steps up Efforts to curb Growing Menace of Smoking
Growing Health Awareness Drives Ultra Low Tar Cigarettes Sales
South Africa
Illicit Cigarettes
A Major Threat to the Legal Cigarette Market
Groceries Dominate Sales Channels
Translational Companies Dominate South African Cigarettes Market
Table 212: South African Cigarette Market by Leading Players (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Volume Sales for British American Tobacco, Japan Tobacco International, Philip Morris International and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
United Arab Emirates
New Legislations and Dedicated Anti-Smoking Campaigns Affecting Volume Growth
Table 213: Smoking Tobacco Preference in Abu Dhabi by Product Type (2014): Percentage of Smokers Using Cigarettes, Medwakh, Shisha, and Cigars (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Specialist Retailers Spearhead Distribution
Manufacturers Bank on Premium Brands to Drive Sales
MNCs Dominate Market
Product Launches
B. Market Analytics
Volume Analysis
Table 214: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 215: Rest of World Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in Million Sticks for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Value Analysis
Table 216: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 217: Rest of World Historic Review for Cigarettes Market Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 69 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries - 114)
The United States (19)
Canada (2)
Japan (1)
Europe (47)
France (2)
Germany (6)
The United Kingdom (3)
Italy (3)
Spain (1)
Rest of Europe (32)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (31)
Latin America (8)
Africa (4)
Middle East (2)
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